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Less than 50 ago, but the history is fading …

George, Jean. 1973a. Supersaurus, the biggest brute ever.
Denver Post, Empire Magazine. May 13, 1973.



  

Where we’re going in this talk

1. Historical context

2. Our interpretation of the bones

3. Taxonomic implications

4. Existential despair

There is no final authority
but ourselves to help us
choose rightly. We must

choose without ever
knowing the consequences

of the choice.
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1973: All over the media

Time

Life

National Geographic

Reader’s Digest

New York Times



  



  



  

Other material included a huge cervical vertebra

Pathetic
Diplodocus
cervical



  

1973 documentary; edited down in 19761973 documentary; edited down in 1976



  

At this point, “Supersaurus” was being
restored as a giant brachiosaurid



  

By 1978, a second
scapulocoracoid
had been found
and excavated.

Photograph of cast at
Dinosaur Journey museum.



  

In 1979, a thirdIn 1979, a third
scapulocoracoidscapulocoracoid
was found:was found:
this one athis one a
brachiosaurid.brachiosaurid.



  



  

This one really
does seem to be
brachiosaurid.

Left:
“Ultrasaurus”
scapulocoracoid
BYU 9462.

Right:
Giraffatitan
brancai scapula
HMN Sa 9.



  

By now Supersaurus was considered diplodocid







  

Jensen designated
it as a third
new sauropod
Dystylosaurus



  

All three formally described in a 1985 paper

Supersaurus vivinae

Ultrasaurus macintoshi

Dystylosaurus edwini



  

Ultrasaurus macintoshi holotype

Not the scapulocoracoid, but a posterior dorsal vertebra.





  

These decisions will return to haunt us



  

“Ultrasaurus” had
already been used
by Kim 1983

The name was replaced by
Ultrasauros Olshevsky 1991.



  

Curtice et al. (1996) on the Ultrasauros dorsal

Showed convincingly
that the dorsal vertebra
is not brachiosaurid
but diplodocid, and
referred it to
Supersaurus.

Since this is the type,
Ultrasauros became
a junior synonym.
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… And referred the Ultrasauros 
scapulocoracoid to Brachiosaurus.
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… And referred the Ultrasauros 
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Curtice & Stadtman (2003) on Dystylosaurus

Showed convincingly
that the dorsal vertebra
is diplodocid, and
referred it to
Supersaurus.



  

… and that’s the story so far
 Ultrasaurus renamed Ultrasauros.

 Ultrasauros synonymised with Supersaurus.

 Dystylosaurus synonymised with Supersaurus.

 (And the
Ultrasauros
scapulocoracoid
referred to
Brachiosaurus.)



  

Our reinterpretation
of the big cervical
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““Hinged” prezygHinged” prezyg
ramus in NAMALramus in NAMAL
BarosaurusBarosaurus
cervical.cervical.



  

So is Supersaurus
merely a big Barosaurus?



  

The Dystylosaurus vertebra says no

Dystylosaurus D?3-4 Barosaurus D3 Barosaurus D7



  

So what are the options? (part 1)

1. We’re wrong about the big cervical being Barosaurus.
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So what are the options? (part 1)

1. We’re wrong about the big cervical being Barosaurus.

2. We’re wrong about Dystylosaurus not being Barosaurus.

3. There are two giant diplodocids in Dry Mesa Quarry.

… But what are they?



  

What are the two Dry Mesa diplodocids?

Barosaurus is Barosaurus. That part is easy.
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even from the same species?
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Barosaurus
AMNH 6341.

Is it Barosaurus?



  

Mounted cast in
UMNH gallery

Is it Is it BarosaurusBarosaurus??
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AMNH 6341.
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resemble either
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Barosaurus
AMNH 6341.

Does not closely
resemble either
of the Supersaurus
scapulocoracoids.

Is it Barosaurus?



  

So what are the options? (part 2)

1A. Scap A is the holotype and does not belong to Barosaurus.
1B. Scap B is the holotype and does not belong to Barosaurus.

 ⇒ Supersaurus is a valid genus.
(And the Dystylosaurus vertebra probably belongs to it.)

✓



  

So what are the options? (part 2)

1A. Scap A is the holotype and does not belong to Barosaurus.
1B. Scap B is the holotype and does not belong to Barosaurus.

 ⇒ Supersaurus is a valid genus.
(And the Dystylosaurus vertebra probably belongs to it.)

2A. Scap A is the holotype and belongs to Barosaurus.
2B. Scap B is the holotype and belongs to Barosaurus.

 ⇒ Supersaurus is a synonym of Barosaurus.

❌



  

Dystylosaurus D?3-4 Barosaurus D3

What follows if Supersaurus is Barosaurus?

The Dystylosaurus 
vertebra is not 
Barosaurus.



  

Dystylosaurus D?3-4

What follows if Supersaurus is Barosaurus?

The Dystylosaurus 
vertebra is not 
Barosaurus.

So the name
pops back into
existence.



  

Dystylosaurus is indeterminate

The name exists or not according to whether a completely 
different name (Supersaurus) is valid.
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(like the cervical)
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It’s even worse for Ultrasauros
 It might be Barosaurus

(like the cervical)

 It might be Supersaurus

 If Supersaurus is undiagnosable,
it might be Dystylosaurus

 It could still be its own genus:
Ultrasauros



  

Here’s that existential despair we promised

When Descartes said
‘Conquer yourself rather

than the world’,
what he meant was …

that we should act
without hope.



  

Here’s that existential despair we promised

When Descartes said
‘Conquer yourself rather

than the world’,
what he meant was …

that we should act
without hope.Cladogram

(Unresolved trichotomy)

Supersaurus

Ultrasauros

Dystylosaurus



  

Here’s that existential despair we promised

When Descartes said
‘Conquer yourself rather

than the world’,
what he meant was …

that we should act
without hope.Principal Component Analysis

Supersaurus

Ultrasauros

Dystylosaurus

PC1

PC2



  

Conclusions
 We are in danger of losing the history

 Specimen-number assignments are confused

 We don’t know which element is the Supersaurus holotype

 We don’t know whether it is diagnosable

 The names Dystylosaurus and Ultrasaurus depend on it



  

Conclusions
 We are in danger of losing the history

 Specimen-number assignments are confused

 We don’t know which element is the Supersaurus holotype

 We don’t know whether it is diagnosable

 The names Dystylosaurus and Ultrasaurus depend on it

The way forward

 Determine which scapulocoracoid is the Supersaurus type

 Try to find diagnostic autapomorphies

 Discover if Supersaurus is valid

 …

 Profit!





  



  

Can it become the Supersaurus neotype?

An ICZN petition is possible, but who wants to do that?



  

Meanwhile …
the Ultrasauros
scapulocoracoid
may well not be
Brachiosarus.

Left:
“Ultrasauros”
scapulocoracoid
BYU 9462.

Right:
Giraffatitan
brancai scapula
HMN Sa 9.
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Right:
Giraffatitan
brancai scapula
HMN Sa 9.

Meanwhile …
the Ultrasauros
scapulocoracoid
may well not be
Brachiosarus.

This isn’t even Brachiosaurus
It’s Giraffatitan, from Africa



  

Meanwhile …
the Ultrasauros
scapulocoracoid
may well not be
Brachiosarus.

Left:
“Ultrasauros”
scapulocoracoid
BYU 9462.

So maybe someone
should give it its
own name?



  

Meanwhile …
the Ultrasauros
scapulocoracoid
may well not be
Brachiosarus.

Left:
“Ultrasauros”
scapulocoracoid
BYU 9462.

So maybe someone
should give it its
own name?

Ultrasauras?
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